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[57] ABSTRACT 

A portable, multi-position, ?lm-cassette-holding de 
vice to facilitate roentgenography of the cranium and 
other skeletal structures. The holder is formed of two 
rectangular, parallel plates of rigid material slightly‘ 
larger in area than thev standard X-ray ?lm cassette. 
The top plate is of plexiglass, or other radiotrans 
parent material of suf?cient rigidity to support the 
weight of the anatomical member being analyzed, and 
is ?xedly separated from the bottom plate by a dis 
tance suf?cient to allow a standard X-ray ?lm cassette 
to be inserted therebetween._ The top plate contains 
three linear slots ‘spaced along and proximate three 
edges of the plate and of suf?cient length and width to 
permit the insertion therein of the lower portion of an 
X-ray ?lm cassette, the plane of which is oriented nor 
mal to the plane of the cassette-holding device. 
Spaced between the linear slots and the corresponding 
nearest outer edges of the top member are a plurality 
of holes for the removable insertion and retention of a 
support post, slideably attached to which is an adjust 
able clamp member. 

8 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure _ 
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FILM CASSETTE HOLDER FOR FACILITATING 
.TIIE TAKING 0F PORTABLE ; 1. 

ROENTGENOGRAMS OF THE HEAD 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

vThis invention relates to adevice for positioning and 
supporting standard X-ray ?lm cassettes while taking 
roentgenograms of a patient who is either too ill or too 
injured to be safely moved to the X-ray laboratory. 
There is a frequent need for taking fast, out-of-lab 
roentgenograms, particularly of the cranial area, of pa 
tients who cannot be moved. The requirement for ur 
gent action is especially critical in treating accident vic 
tims where one or more roentgenograms must be taken 
quickly and minimal interruption of the- emergency 
medical treatment being administered. 
The present procedure for out-of-lab cranical roent 

genograms is to transport portable X-ray equipment to 
the location of the patient and then take at least two 
routine roentgenograms of the cranium, an antero 
posterior (face) view and a lateral (side) view. For the 
anteroposterior view, the supine patient’s head is lifted, 
and held while the unrestrained film cassette is posi 
tioned thereunder and the head is then lowered directly 
onto the cassette for the X-ray exposure. If, as is often 
the case when the patient’s head is lowered onto the 
film cassette, the cassette does not remain in a planar 
position and parallel to the floor, pillows or other suit 
able materials must be packed under and about the cas 
sette until it becomes and remains horizontal. After the 
antero-posterior exposure has been made, the patient’s 
head is again lifted, held and then relowered while the 
film cassette is being removed. A new cassette is then 
repositioned at one side of the patient’s head for the 
lateral exposure and held there in a flat vertical plane 
by adhesive tape or pillow supports. Before the expo 
sure, the patient’s head is again lifted and propped in a 
position where it will be completely included in the 
roentgenogram. After the lateral exposure, the film 
cassette is removed and the patient’s head is lifted once 
more while the propping elements are removed. 
The main disadvantages of the above procedure are 

that, during the taking of the two roentgenograms, the 
patient’s head must be moved and repositioned at least 
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four and often five different times, and an excessive ' 
amount of non-productive time is spent positioning, 
?attening, leveling and securing the ?lm cassette be 
fore each exposure. The repeated movement of the pa 
tient’s head causes additional patient discomfort and 
increases the probability of further injury to an acci 
dent victim, while the excessive wasted time oftentimes 
critically delays diagnosis and treatment. 

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 

The present invention is directed to a portable hold 
ing device for the speedy placement and positioning of 
an X-ray film cassette about the head of a supine‘ pa 
tient with a minimum amount of patient head move 
ment and attendant discomfort and, more particularly, 
to a ?lm cassette holding, device that, once in position, 
allows the successive placement, ?attening, securing 
and exposure of the X-ray ?lm in both the horizontal 
and vertical planes without any intermediate move 
ment of the patient’s head. 
The holder comprises top and bottom rectangular 

plate members fixedly attached parallel to one another 
and separated by a distance sufficient to allow the in 
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2 
sertion of a standard X~ray?lm cassette between the 
twoplatesThetop member is of clear plexiglass, or 
other material substantially transparent to X-ray radia 
tion and of sufficient rigidity to support the weight of 
the head or other bodymember without bending. The 
top member contains three linear slots spaced along 
and near three edges of the plate and a plurality of 
holes spaced between the linear, slots and the corre 
sponding near edges of the plate. One or more support 
posts with slideably-‘attached, adjustable clamp mem 
bers are provided for insertion into the holes of the top 
plate to support the ‘top edge of a ?lm cassette, the 
plane of which is oriented normal to the plane of the 
parallel plates and the bottom portion of which is in 
sertedly engaged in one of the linear slots formed in the 
top plate. ' 

To use the cassette-holding device, the head of a su 
pine patient is lifted and the device, placed thereunder 
in a substantially horizontal position and oriented with 
the respective linear slots in the top plate of the devices 
aligned with each side and the top of the patient’s head. 
The patient’s head is then lowered either directly onto 
the top plexiglass member, or onto a radiotransparent 
padded covering placed therebetween, and a portable 
X-ray machine positioned such that the rays emanating 
therefrom will pass through the patient’s head and 
strike substantially normal to the two parallel plate 
members. A film cassette may then be inserted between 
the two plates of the cassette holder and the anteropos 
terior roentgenogram taken without further discomfort 
or disturbance to the patient.‘ Once exposed, the film 
cassette is readily removed and a new film cassette 
placed near either side of the patient’s head with its 
plane oriented normal to the cassette-holding device by 
inserting‘its lower portion into the appropriate linear 
slot in the top plate and resting its lower edge on the 
upper surface of the bottom plate. If needed, a cassette 
support post may then be inserted into one of the holes 
near the selected slot of the top member and its slidea 
bly-attached clamp‘ member adjusted to engage and 
temporarily retain the top portion of the cassette. The 
portable X-ray machine is then repositioned so that its 
rays will again pass through the patient’s head and 
strike the ?lm at a right angle thereby producing a lat 
eral roentgenogram. 

If desired, a second or additional lateral roentgeno 
gram may be taken, after the previous film cassette is 
removed, by relocating the cassette support post to the 
opposite side of the patient’s head, inserting a new film 
cassette into the corresponding linear slot in the top 
plate and engaging its top edge by the adjustable clamp 
member attached to the cassette support post. As be 
fore, the portable X-ray machine must be repositioned 
so that its rays will ‘again pass through the patient’s 
head and strike substantially normal to the ?lm cas 
sette. . 

If, at the time the ?lm cassette holder is originally po 
sitioned, the patient’s shoulders are elevated and the 
cassette holder tilted, it will then be possible to expose 
an additional roentgenogram of the superior, or top, 
view of the patient’s head by positioning and support 
ing a new ?lm cassette in the linear slot near the top of 
the patient’s head and repositioning the portable X-ray 
machine accordingly. . ,_ I , 

If the patient is not con?ned to a supine position, he 
may be placed on his side and the film cassette holder 
initially placed in a slightly elevated position such that 
the patient’s head may bedlaid sideways thereon. In ‘this 
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case the film cassette may be successively located be 
tween the two plates of the film holding device and 
within the slots of the top plate such that front, side and 
back views of the cranium may be taken without inter 
mediate repositioning of the patient’s head. 
When all desired roentgenograms have been taken 

and all film cassettes removed, the patient’s head is 
lifted and the ?lm cassette holder removed. Thus, mul 
tiple roentgenograms may be taken inseveral planes 
about the cranium without intermediate movement of 
the patient’s head and its attendant discomfort. The pa 
tient’s head need be moved only twice, once to position 
the film-holding cassette and once to remove it. In ad 
dition, once the ?lm cassette holder is in place, inser 
tion of the film cassette between the two planar mem 
bers ensures that the film in the cassette will be held in 
a ?at condition and uniformly normal to the rays ema 
nating from the portable X-ray machine. By using a 
rigid, radiotransparent material for the top planar 
member, not only is the film cassette held in a ?at con 
dition, but this condition is achieved without the need 
for increased radiation or the introduction of unwanted 
foreign images on the exposed X-ray film. Film ?atness 
is obtained when the cassette is in the normal position 
by the use of the linear slot to retain the lower portion 
of the film cassette in conjunction with the cassette 
support post and its adjustable clamp member which 
engages the top edge of the cassette. 
Although the procedure described above relates to 

cranial roentgenograms, it and the device of the pres 
ent invention are equally applicable to other anatomi 
cal roentgenograms where exposures must be taken 
rapidly in more than one plane without intermediate 
movement of the patient. 

It is, therefore, a principal objective of the present 
invention to provide a portable X-ray ?lm cassette 
holder for anatomical roentgenograms, particularly 
cranial roentgenograms, that will allow successive 
roentgenograms at different viewing positions to be 
taken without need for intermediate movement or dis 
comfort of the patient. 

It is a further objective of the present invention to 
provide a portable X-ray film support allowing fast po 
sitioning and repositioning of the X-ray ?lm cassette. 

It is an additional objective of the present invention 
to provide an X-ray ?lm cassette holder that will auto 
matically ensure that the ?lm is held in a ?at, planar 
condition both in the horizontal and upright positions. 

It is a principal feature of the present invention that 
the use of the film cassette holding device does not re 
quire any increased radiation or result in the unwanted 
creation of foreign images on the roentgenogram. 

It is a primary advantage of the present invention that 
the X-ray ?lm cassette holder is of suf?cient light 
weight and compactness to be placed in a drawer of a 
standard portable X-ray machine or hung on the wall 
when not in use. 

It is a further advantage of the present invention that 
during exposure of a lateral cranial roentgenogram the 
patient’s head is automatically held in a position ensur 
ing complete coverage by the X-ray ?lm. 
The foregoing and other objectives, features, and ad 

vantages of the present invention will be more readily 
understood upon consideration of the following de 
tailed description of the invention taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a plan view of an exemplary embodiment of 
the X-ray ?lm cassette holder of the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a front elevation of the X-ray film cassette 

holder of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a rear elevation of the X-ray film cassette 

holder of the present invention positioned under the 
head of a supine patient and showing an X-ray ?lm cas 
sette in vertical position for a lateral cranial roentgeno 
gram. 
FIG. 3A is a perspective detail view of the adjustable 

clamp member used to support the upper edge of the 
vertical X-ray ?lm cassette of FIG. 3. 
FIG. 4 is a rear elevation of the X-ray cassette holder 

of the present invention positioned under the head of a 
supine patient and showing an X-ray film cassette hori 
zontally positioned for an antero-posterior cranial 
roentgenogram. 
FIG. 5 is a side elevation of the X-ray ?lm cassette 

holder of the present invention in position for taking a 
superior cranial roentgenogram. 
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of the X-ray cassette 

holder of the present invention in position for an anter 
oposterior cranial roentgenogram with the patient’s 
head in a lateral position. 
FIG. 7 is a front elevation of a modi?cation of the 

X-ray ?lm cassette holder of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, the X-ray ?lm cassette 
holding device of the present invention is seen to com 
prise rectangular top and bottom plate members 20 and 
22 respectively, each with an area slightly larger than 
that of a standard X-ray ?lm cassette. The two plate 
members are of rigid material, with top member 20 
being of plexiglass or other material transparent to 
X-ray radiation, and are fixedly attached to one an 
other and parallely separated by a plurality of spacers 
24 positioned around their periphery. The spacers are 
located, and the separation between the two plate 
members is of suf?cient height, to allow the interplanar 
insertion of a standard X-ray ?lm cassette at sides 25 
and 27 and rear 29 of the cassette holder assembly. 
Spaced along and parallel to three edges of top mem 

ber 20 are three respective slots 26, 28 and 30, with 
slots 26 and 30 extending through front edge 32 of top 
member 20 and slot 28 wholly enclosed therein. Addi 
tional spacers 24 are used to support front edge 32 of 
top member 20 between slots 26 and 30. All three slots 
are of sufficient length and width that the lower portion 
of standard X-ray film cassette 34 may be insertedly en 
gaged therein, as shown in FIG. 3, when the plane of 
the film cassette is oriented normal to that of plate 
member 20. Top member 20 also includes a plurality of 
circular holes 36, respectively spaced between slots 26, 
28 and 30 and corresponding near edges 25, 29 and 27 
of top member 20, for the insertion and retention of 
one end of cassette support post 38. Slideably attached 
to post 38 is adjustable clamp member 40, shown in de 
tail in FIG. 3A, for engaging the top edge of normally 
oriented ?lm cassette 34 to hold the cassette in a true 
normal position relative to the plane of the plate mem 
bers. Holes 36 should be of suf?cient diameter to 
snugly engage the lower portion of'post 38, thereby 
preventing the post from tipping. Extra alignment accu 
racy may be obtained by forming a plurality of circular 
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depressions 42 in bottom plate member 22 directly 
below holes 36, as shown in FIG. 3, to further engage 
and prevent the horizontal movement of the lower ex 
treme of support post v38. ' . t ' 

To take an antero-posterior roentgenogram, the film 
‘cassette holding assembly is placed in a substantially 
horizontal position under the head of a supine patient,‘ 
as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, with front edge 32 nearest 
the patient’s shoulders. Standard X-ray film cassette 35 
is then inserted between plate members 20 and 22, as 
shown in FIG. 4, and portable X-ray machine 46 posi 
tioned above the patient so that the X-rays eminating 
therefrom will pass through the patient’s head and 
strike the-?lm am right angle as indicated by arrow 50. 
After exposure, the ?lm cassette may be removed 

and a new ?lm cassette 34 positioned vertically along 
side the patient’s head for a lateral roentgenogram, as 
shown in FIG. 3, by inserting the lower portion of the 
cassette into slot 26 and resting the lower edge of the 
cassette on upper face 48 of bottom plate member 22. 
To stabilize and support the ?lm cassette when in the 
vertical position, the lower portion of cassette support 
post 38 is inserted into hole 36 in top member 20 and 
rested on upper face 48 of bottom member 22. If a de 
pression 42 is formed in bottom member 22 below hole 
36, the lower extreme of vertical support post 38 would 

I rest therein and have its horizontal movement limited 
thereby. Adjustable clamp member 40, slideably at 
tached to the upper portion of support post 38, may be. 
adjusted to engage the top edge of ?lm cassette 34 to 
temporarily restrain the film cassette from tilting move 
ment. Portable X-ray machine 46 is then repositioned , 
as shown so that, as before, the rays emanating there 
from will pass through the head of the patient and 
strike the ?lm cassette at a right angle as indicated by 
arrow 50. The elevation of the patient’s head relative to, 
the vertical X-ray ?lm cassette, provided by resting the 

‘ head on top plate 20 and the insertion of the lower por~ 
tion of ?lm cassette 34 in slot 26, automatically insures 

' the correct centering of the patient’s head for full cov 

erage by the film cassette. 
If an additional lateral roentgenogram is desired, cas 
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vice is used thusly, successive roentgenograms of the 
front, back and side of the patient’s head maybe taken 
without intermediate movement of the patient’shead 
‘between each roentgenogram. 

In a modi?cation of the cassette holder, shown in 
FIG. 7, bottom plate member 22 contains three linear 
grooves 52, 54 and 56 whose length, width and position 
respectively correspond to the three linear slots in top 
member 20. With this modi?cation, the lower portion 
of a ?lm cassette may be inserted through one of the 
slots in top member 20 and seated in the corresponding 
groove in bottom member 22. The addition of the ' 
groove in bottom member 22 provides a horizontal re 
straint against movement of the bottom edge of the film 
cassette, thereby eliminating the need for cassette sup 
port post 38 and its attached member 40. , 
Although the employment of the cassette holding de 

vice of the present invention has been described with 
reference to cranial roentgenograms, the device is 
equally applicable when taking roentgenograms of 
other skeletal structures, such as knee and ankle joints. 
The terms and ‘expressions which have been em 

ployedin the foregoing abstract and specification are 
.used therein as terms of description and not of limita 
tion, and there is no intention in the use of such terms 
and expressions of excluding equivalents of the features ‘ 
shown and described or portions thereof, it being rec 
ognized that the scope of the invention is de?ned and 

I limited only by the claims which follow. 
30 

sette support post 38 may be repositioned to hole 36 on . 
‘the opposite side of the patient’s head, a new film cas 

‘ , sette inserted into slot 30 and retained there by clamp 

member 40 of post 38, and portable X-ray machine 4 
repositioned accordingly. ‘ ' 

With the alternate positioning of the cassette holder 
assembly shown in FIG. 5, used when taking a superior 
(top) roentgenogram, the patient’s shoulders are ele 50 

vated and the ?lm holder either propped at an angle as ‘ ‘ 

shown or elevated horizontally to match the height of 
the patient’s shoulders, and the portable X-ray machine 
46 positioned, accordingly. A new ?lm cassette 51 is 
then inserted in slot 28 near the top of the patent’s head ‘ 
and supported there by cassette support post 38 and 
clamp member 40 while the exposure istaken. If the 
?lm cassette holder is originally placed in this position, 
four successive roentgenograms, one anteroposterior, 
two, lateral, and one superior, may be taken without in 
termediate movement of the patient’s. head between 
each exposure. . 

If the patient is not con?ned to a supine position, or“ 
if the head injury is suchthat the head cannot be rested 
on its posterior surface, the film cassette holder can be 
held in an elevated position‘be pillows or other support- . 
ive structure, as shown in FIG. 6,. and the head placed 
thereoii in a lateral position.'When the ?lm holding de- _ 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A portable device for holding and supporting an 

X-ray ?lm cassette during roentgenography of an ob 
ject comprising means for supporting said object and 
means for positioning and holding ?lm cassettes in 
three successive mutually-orthogonal planes about said 
object without need for intermediate movement of said 
device or object. 8 

2. A portable device for holding and supporting an 
‘X-ray ?lm cassette during roentgenography of an ob 
ject comprising: I 

a. a planar top member of material transparent to 
X-ray radiation and suf?ciently rigid to support, 
without bending, the weight of said object; 

b. a planar bottom member; 
c. a plurality of separator meansfor ?xedly attaching 

said top member to said bottom ‘member and main 
taining a parallel separation therebetween suf? 
cient to allow the interplanar insertion and removal 
of an X-ray ?lm cassette, said separator means 
being spaced around the periphery of said top and 
bottom members such that‘said ?lm cassette may 

i be inserted and removed from at least two mutual 
ly-perpendicular sides of said device. 

3. The device of claim, 2 wherein said top member 
further comprises means for holding an X-ray film cas» 
sette in at least two mutually perpendicular positions 
substantially normal to the plane of said top member. 

4. The device of claim 3 further including a plurality 
of linear slots formed near and spaced along the periph 
ery of said top member for engaging the lower portion 
of said ?lm cassette when removably inserted therein, 
and vertical support means for temporarily securing 
and supporting said “?lm cassette in a ?xed position 
with its plane normal to‘ that of said top member. 

5. The device of claim 4 furtherincluding a plurality 
of linear grooves formed along and near the periphery 
of the upper surface of said bottom member and di 
rectly below said linear slots of said top member for en 
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gaging the lower edge of said ?lm cassette when remov 
ably inserted therein. 7 

6. The device of claim 4 wherein said vertical support 
means comprises a plurality of holes formed near and 
spaced along the periphery of said top member respec 
tively proximate said slots; post means removably 
mountable in said holes; and adjustable clamp means 
slideably attached to said post means for temporarily 
securing said film cassette in a fixed position with its 
plane normal to that of said top member. 

7. The device of claim 6 wherein said vertical support 
means further includes a plurality of depressions 
formed near and spaced along the periphery of the 
upper surface of said bottom member and located be 
neath said holes of said top member for engaging the 
lower extremity of said post means when mounted 
therein. 

8. A portable device for holding and supporting an 
X-ray film cassette during cranial roentgenography 
comprising: 

a. a planar top member of material transparent to 
X-ray radiation and suf?ciently rigid to support, 
without bending, the weight of a human head; 
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8 
b. a planar bottom member; 
0. a plurality of separator means for fixedly attaching 

said top member to said bottom member and main 
taining a parallel separation therebetween suffi 
cient to allow the interplanar insertion and removal 
of an X-ray film cassette, said separator means 
being spaced aroung the periphery of said top and 
bottom members such that said film cassette may 
be inserted and removed from at least two mutual 

ly-perpendicular sides of said device; 
. means cooperating with at least one of said planar 
members for holding an X-ray ?lm cassette in a po 
sition extending above and substantially normal to 
the plane of said top member and respectively par 
allel to and proximate any one of three edges 
thereof; and 

' . cassette support means attachable to at least one of 

said planar members for temporarily securing and 
supporting an X-ray ?lm cassette when said cas 
sette is positioned with its plane normal to that of 
said top member and parallel to and proximate any 
one of three edges of said top member. 

* * * * * 


